
Reent Hardness Results for Periodi Uni-proessor ShedulingFriedrih Eisenbrand and Thomas RothvoÿInstitute of MathematisÉole Polytehnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland{friedrih.eisenbrand, thomas.rothvoss}�epfl.hAbstrat In the synhronous periodi task model, a set �1; : : : ; �n of tasks is given, eah releasingjobs of running time i and relative deadline di at eah integer multiple of the period pi. It is alassial result that Earliest Deadline First (EDF) is an optimal preemptive uni-proessor shedulingpoliy. For onstrained deadlines, i.e. di � pi, the EDF-shedule is feasible if and only if8Q � 0 : n
Xi=1 „—Q� dipi � + 1« � i � Q:Though an enormous amount of literature deals with this topi, the omplexity status of this testhas remained unknown. We prove that testing EDF-shedulability of suh a task system is (weakly)oNP-hard. This solves Problem 2 from the survey �Open Problems in Real-time Sheduling� byBaruah & Pruhs. The hardness result is ahieved by applying reent results on inapproximabilityof Diophantine approximation.1 IntrodutionNowadays more and more devies are ontrolled by embedded miroproessors, for example in powerplants, ar eletronis, �ight ontrol systems, robotis and teleommuniation systems, see Buttazzo [1℄for an extensive introdution. Sine many appliations are safety ritial, eah task running on suh aproessor must produe the output not only orretly but also on time. Several tasks may run on thesame proessor and a Real-time sheduling poliy deides whih task should be ative in whih intervals,to guarantee that all deadlines are kept.In the simple, but important periodi task model a set �1; : : : ; �n of tasks is given, where eah �i isan in�nite sequene of jobs, de�ned by an exeution time i 2 Q+ , a (relative) deadline di 2 Q+ and aperiod pi 2 Q+ . We assume that the tasks are synhronous, i.e. there is a time, say 0, at whih all tasksrelease a job simultaneously. In other words for eah i 2 f1; : : : ; ng and z 2 Z�0, a job of running time iand absolute deadline z � pi + di is released at z � pi. Furthermore we assume onstrained-deadlines, henedi � pi for eah i 2 f1; : : : ; ng.We onsider preemptive uni-proessor shedules, i.e. at any time a running job may be preemptedand resumed later. As the name suggests, in the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) poliy, at any time thatjob from the queue of released and not yet aomplished jobs is ative, whose (absolute) deadline omesnext. The EDF-shedule is provably optimal in this setting, meaning that if there is a shedule in whihall jobs meet their deadlines, then the EDF-shedule is feasible as well (see Dertouzos [2℄).The main question of feasibility analysis however remains: Will eah of the in�nitely many jobs be�nished in time? First observe, that �Q� dipi �+ 1yields the number of jobs of �i that have both, their release time and deadline in the interval [0; Q℄.Consequently the quantity DBF(�i; Q) = ��Q� dipi �+ 1� � igives the amount of running time that, regardless of the used sheduling poliy, has to be spent on �i inthis interval. More general, the demand bound funtionDBF(S; Q) = nXi=1 ��Q� dipi �+ 1� � i
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gives the running time of all jobs, whih have their release time and deadline in the interval [0; Q℄. Asa onsequene, for feasibility it is neessary, that DBF(S; Q) � Q for all Q � 0. Baruah et al. [3℄ showedthat this ondition is in fat su�ient, hene an EDF-shedulability test is a test whih heks validity ofthe following formula 8Q � 0 : nXi=1 ��Q� dipi �+ 1� � i � Q;see Figure 1 for an illustration.
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Figure 1. Constrained deadline task system S = f�1; �2g with �1 = (2; 3; 4); �2 = (3; 5; 6), using notation�i = (i; di; pi). One has DBF(S;Q) > Q for Q = 11, thus S is not EDF-shedulable.Muh e�ort has been spent on developing su�ient polynomial or exat pseudo-polynomial time testsfor EDF-shedulability of periodi tasks, see [4,5,3,6,7℄. But none of the algorithms suggested in thesepapers was able to deide EDF-shedulability on a unit speed proessor orretly and in polynomial timefor all instanes. The question whether EDF-shedulability an be deided in polynomial time is statedas a major open problem in the survey of Baruah & Pruhs [8℄ on open problems in Real-time sheduling.We settle the omplexity status of testing EDF-shedulability by proving the following theorem.Theorem 1. Given a set S = f�1; : : : ; �ng of synhronous, periodi, onstrained-deadline tasks de�nedby rational numbers 0 � i � di � pi, it is (weakly) oNP-hard to deide, whether S is EDF-shedulable,i.e. testing the ondition 8Q � 0 : nXi=1 ��Q� dipi �+ 1� � i � Q;is (weakly) oNP-hard. This holds even if di = pi for i = 1; : : : ; n� 1.This, together with the result in [3℄ implies the following orollary.Corollary 1. Given a set S = f�1; : : : ; �ng of sporadi tasks with worst-ase exeution time i, relativedeadline di and minimum inter-arrival time pi it is (weakly) oNP-hard to determine, whether the EDF-shedule of S is feasible.Related workOne approah to obtain algorithms to test EDF-feasibility lies in bounding the interval, in whih thedemand bound funtion has to be evaluated. Let u =Pni=1 ipi be the utilization of a task system. Giventhat S is not EDF-shedulable, the smallest Q > 0, ertifying the infeasibility must haveQ < u1� u maxi=1;:::;nfpi � dig;



see e.g. [9,10℄. This admits a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm for the feasibility test, if the utilizationof S is bounded by 1� " for some onstant " > 0.Albers & Slomka [11℄ gave an FPTAS for approximating the speed of a proessor, needed to makethe EDF-shedule of S feasible. Their algorithm is also interpreted as follows. It either asserts that thetasks are feasible, or it asserts that the tasks are infeasible on a proessor of speed 1� ". A similar resultwas also provided in the setting of �xed priority sheduling [12℄. See [1℄ for more details on �xed prioritysheduling poliies and [6,4,7,13℄ for further approahes to feasibility analyzes of EDF-shedules. Reently,Bonifai et al. [14℄ extended the result of Albers & Slomka to the ase of multiproessor sheduling withmigration. The algorithm asserts that a set of tasks is feasible on m speed-(2 � 1=m + ") mahines orinfeasible on m speed-1 mahines.In a popular speial ase, the tasks have impliit-deadlines, i.e. di = pi for all i. In that ase theondition DBF(S;Q) � Q has only to evaluated at Q = sm(p1; : : : ; pn) and the set is EDF-shedulable ifand only if the utilization is bounded by 1, see Liu & Layland [15℄. In other words, the EDF-shedulabilityin this speial ase is deidable in polynomial time. If the tasks may be asynhronous, i.e. eah task has ono�set ai, suh that jobs are released at z � pi + ai, then testing the feasibility is strongly oNP-hard [16℄.This even holds if the utilization of the system is bounded from above by an arbitrarily small onstant.In the sporadi task model neither release times nor running times are predetermined. There, idenotes the worst-ase exeution time and pi denotes the minimum inter-arrival time. But the worst-aseis attained in a synhronous arrival sequene, that is when all tasks release jobs at time 0, all jobs fully usethe worst-ase exeution time i and jobs arrive as early as permissible, see Baruah, Mok & Rosier [3℄. Inother words, the sporadi task system is EDF-shedulable if and only if this is true for the orrespondingsynhronous periodi task system.2 Diophantine approximationThe EDF-shedulability test ontains only one single unknown variable Q. This is unusual forNP/oNP-hard problems and helps us to narrow down the searh forNP/oNP-hard remote relatives. The relativethat we found helpful for problems in Real-time sheduling is Diophantine approximation, a problem inthe �eld of algorithmi number theory (see e.g. [17℄). Roughly speaking, there the objetive is to replaea number or a vetor, by another number or vetor whih is very lose to the original, but less omplexin terms of frationality.More preisely, a sequene �1; : : : ; �n of rational numbers together with a bound N 2 N and an errorbound " 2 Q+ is given. One has to deide whether9Q 2 f1; : : : ; Ng : maxi=1;:::;n j bQ�ie �Q�ij � "; (1)where bxe is the integer losest to x 2 R. In a seminal work, Lagarias [18℄ has shown, that testing (1) isNP-hard. This was later extended by Rössner & Seifert [19℄ and Chen & Meng [20℄ to inapproximabilityresults. In [21℄, the authors of this paper applied these results to show that response-time omputationof tasks in a Rate-monotoni shedule is NP-hard, where tasks with smaller period always preempt thatof larger period.The EDF-shedulability test uses a rounding operation, where one replaes a rational by the losestinteger whih is equal or smaller, i.e, one rounds down. In Diophantine approximation, one rounds upor down to the nearest integer. The variant of Diophantine approximation, where one has to round upis alled direted Diophantine approximation (DDA). Reently the authors of this paper provided thefollowing hardness result for direted Diophantine approximation.Theorem 2 (Hardness of DDA� [22℄). There exists a onstant  > 0, suh that the following DiretedDiophantine Approximation problem (DDA�) with gap parameter � = bn= log logn is NP-hard: Givennumbers �1; : : : ; �n 2 Q, a bound N 2 N and an error bound " 2 Q+ as input, distinguish the followingases� Yes : 9Q 2 fdN=2e; : : : ; Ng : maxi=1;:::;n(dQ�ie �Q�i) � "� No : �Q 2 f1; : : : ; � �Ng : maxi=1;:::;n(dQ�ie �Q�i) � 2n � "



Note that the union of the Yes and No ases does not represent all possible inputs. But there is apolynomial time redution, taking the input of an NP-omplete problem, say a SAT lause C, andyielding a DDA� instane respeting the Yes-ase if C is satis�able and the No-ase otherwise. See, e.g.,[23,24℄ for more details on gap redutions.Despite of some similarities betweenDDA� and EDF-shedulability, we still observe ruial di�erenes:1. DDA� ontains a eiling instead of a �oor operation.2. The number Q is restrited to be integer.3. The approximation error is measured with k � k1-norm instead of k � k1-norm.4. For DDA�, one has a bound N on the number Q.We an easily eliminate the �rst di�erene by observing that dQ�ie � Q�i = Q � (��i) � bQ(��i).Consequently replaing the numbers by their negatives, we obtain aDDA� problem with a �oor operation.By adding a su�iently large integer z and using Q(�i + z) � bQ(�i + z) = Q�i � bQ�i for Q 2 Nwe may then make the �i's positive. We onlude that given �1; : : : ; �n 2 Q+ , N 2 N and " 2 Q+ , it isNP-hard to distinguish� Yes : 9Q 2 fdN=2e; : : : ; Ng : maxi=1;:::;n(Q�i � bQ�i) � "� No : �Q 2 f1; : : : ; � �Ng : maxi=1;:::;n(Q�i � bQ�i) � 2n � "for � = bn= log logn. In a next step, we introdue a variant of direted Diophantine approximationwhih inorporates di�erenes (2) & (3). We use the notation [�; �℄ to denote the set of real numbers[�; �℄ = fx 2 R:� � x � �g.Theorem 3 (Hardness of DDA��). There exists a onstant  > 0, suh that the following DDA��problem with gap parameter � = bn= log logn is NP-hard: Given numbers �1; : : : ; �n 2 Q+ , weightsw1; : : : ; wn 2 Q+ , a bound N 2 N and an error bound " 2 Q+ , distinguish� Yes : 9Q 2 [dN=2e; N ℄ :Pni=0 wi(Q�i � bQ�i) � "� No : �Q 2 [1; � �N ℄ :Pni=0 wi(Q�i � bQ�i) � � � "Proof. We redue DDA� to DDA��. Let (�1; : : : ; �n;N ; ") be the given DDA� instane (with roundingdown and �i > 0 for all i). Sine the �i's are rational numbers, we an write them as �i = aibi withpairwise o-prime integers ai; bi 2 N. Our DDA�� instane onsists of the same numbers �1; : : : ; �n,equipped with unit weights w1 = � � � = wn = 1. Furthermore we hoose the same bound N , but adi�erent error bound "0 = n � " and we add one more number �0 = 1 with a very high weight ofw0 = 2 �maxfai: i = 1; : : : ; ng � " �� �n. Intuitively the weight w0 is large enough, suh that any reasonableDDA�� solution Q of this instane must be an integer. It su�es to show the following impliations:� Yes : 9Q 2 fdN=2e; : : : ; Ng : maxi=1;:::;n(Q�i � bQ�i) � ") 9Q 2 [dN=2e; N ℄ :Pni=0 wi(Q�i � bQ�i) � "0� No : �Q 2 f1; : : : ; � �Ng : maxi=1;:::;n(Q�i � bQ�i) � 2n � ") �Q 2 [1; � �N ℄ :Pni=0 wi(Q�i � bQ�i) � � � "0Yes-ase: Clearly Yes instanes for DDA� are mapped to Yes instanes of DDA�� by simply using thesame solution Q. This is the ase sine given a Q 2 fdN=2e; : : : ; Ng that mathes the onditions of theYes ase for DDA�, one hasnXi=0 wi(Q�i � bQ�i) = w0 � (Q� bQ)| {z }=0 + nXi=1 1 � (Q�i � bQ�i)| {z }�" � n � " = "0:No-ase: Now suppose that we have a Q 2 [1; � �N ℄ withPni=0 wi(Q�i�bQ�i) � � �"0 = � �n �". DereaseQ ontinuously until Q�j 2 Z for at least one j 2 f0; : : : ; ng. This an only derease the approximationerror sine bQ�i remains invariant. Furthermore Q will never be dereased below 1 sine �0 = 1. If Q isthen an integer, we are done sinemaxi=1;:::;n(Q�i � bQ�i) � nXi=0 wi(Q�i � bQ�i) � � � n � " � 2n"



for n large enough. Now suppose that Q is not integer. Then we may write Q�j = Qajbj =: z 2 Z, thusQ = zbjaj 2 Z 1aj . We write Q = yaj where y is integer but not a multiple of aj (sine Q =2 Z). HeneQ� bQ = yaj � bQajaj = (y � bQaj)| {z }�1 � 1aj � 1ajwhere we use that y � bQaj is a non-negative integer but y � bQaj 6= 0. We obtainnXi=0 wi(Q�i � bQ�i) � w0 � (Q� bQ) � w0 � 1aj > � � n � "by the hoie of w0. This ontradition yields that Q 2 N and the laim follows.3 Hardness of EDF-shedulabilityIn this setion we will see that the NP-hard problem DDA�� is lose enough to the EDF-shedulabilityondition to admit a diret redution. To ahieve this, Yes (No, resp.) instanes for DDA�� are mappedto No (Yes, resp.) instanes of EDF-shedulability. Intuitively this is done as follows: Suppose we aregiven a DDA�� instane (�1; : : : ; �n;w1; : : : ; wn;N ; "). The �rst idea is to reate impliit-deadline tasks�1; : : : ; �n with pi = di = 1�i . Then we have�Q� dipi �+ 1 = bQ�ihene a Q that maximizes DBF(S; Q)=Q, minimizes the approximation error. On the other hand we needto forbid Q with Q� N . a ommon multiple of all pi's. For this purpose we add a speial task �0 whihhas a deadline of N=2 and a su�iently large period (we may imagine p0 = 1). Then the quantityDBF(�0; Q)=Q ontributes signi�antly to DBF(S; Q)=Q only if Q is of order N .Theorem 4. Given an instane of DDA�� onsisting of rational numbers �1; : : : ; �n 2 Q+ , weightsw1; : : : ; wn 2 Q+ , a bound N 2 N�2 and an error bound " > 0, we an �nd in polynomial time aonstrained-deadline task system S onsisting of n+ 1 tasks suh that� Yes: 9Q 2 [dN=2e; N ℄ :Pni=1 wi(Q�i � bQ�i) � ") S not EDF-shedulable� No: �Q 2 [dN=2e; 3N ℄ :Pni=1 wi(Q�i � bQ�i) � 3") S EDF-shedulableFurthermore n tasks in S have impliit-deadlines.Proof. A set of tasks is EDF-shedulable on a proessor of speed � > 0 if and only if the tasks withrunning times saled by 1� are feasible on a unit speed proessor. Thus we may assume to have an oralefor the test 8Q � 0 : nXi=1 ��Q� dipi �+ 1� � i � � �QLet N 2 N; �1 ; : : : ; �n; w1; : : : ; wn 2 Q+ ; " > 0 be the DDA�� instane. We hoose a onstrained-deadlinetask system S onsisting of n+ 1 tasks�i = (i; di; pi) = �wi; 1�i ; 1�i� 8i = 1; : : : ; n�0 = (0; d0; p0) = (3"; dN=2e; 12N)and proessor speed � = "N + nXi=1 wi�i = "N + u(f�1; : : : ; �ng)whih just slightly exeeds the utilization.



Yes-ase: Suppose that we have a Q 2 [dN=2e; N ℄ with Pni=1 wi(Q�i � bQ�i) � ". ThenDBF(f�0; : : : ; �ng; Q) = DBF(�0; Q) + nXi=1 ��Q� dipi �+ 1� i= 3"+ nXi=1 bQ�iwi(�)� 3"+  nXi=1 Q�iwi!� "!= 2"+Q nXi=1 �iwi(��)> Q � "N + nXi=1 �iwi!| {z }=�= �QHere we use Pni=1 wi(Q�i � bQ�i) � " in (�) and Q � N < 2N in (��). Thus the task system S is notEDF-shedulable (on a proessor of speed �).No-ase: Next we assume that S is not EDF-shedulable. Then there is aQ > 0 suh that DBF(f�0; : : : ; �ng; Q) >�Q. We need to show that Q 2 [dN=2e; 3N ℄ and Pni=1 wi(Q�i � bQ�i) � 3".Observe that using the de�nition of � and bQ�i � Q�i, one hasDBF(�0; Q) = DBF(S; Q)� DBF(f�1; : : : ; �ng; Q)> �Q� nXi=1 bQ�iwi� �Q�Q nXi=1 �iwi= �Q�Q "N + nXi=1 �iwi!| {z }=� +Q "N= Q "NSine �0 has its �rst deadline at d0 = dN=2e and DBF(�0; Q) > 0 we must have Q � dN=2e. Suppose forontradition that already the seond deadline of �0 ourred before Q, i.e. Q � p0 = 12N . ThenDBF(�0; Q) � 0 � �Qp0� � 2 � 3" � Q12N < Q "N ;leading to a ontradition. Hene, till time Q exatly one deadline of �0 has passed, thus DBF(�0; Q) = 3".But we already inferred the bound DBF(�0; Q) > Q "N , thus even Q < 3N . FinallynXi=1 wi(Q�i � bQ�i) = Q nXi=1 �iwi| {z }<� �(DBF(S; Q)� DBF(�0; Q)) � Q� � DBF(S; Q)| {z }<0 +3" � 3"and the laim follows.Theorem 1 follows by ombining Theorem 3 and 4, with � = 4.
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